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Chapter 1 : Zecharia Sitchin - Wikipedia
Zecharia Sitchin is an internationally acclaimed author and researcher whose books offer evidence that we are not alone
in our own solar system.

He received a degree in economics from the University of London , and was an editor and journalist in
Mandatory Palestine which in became the modern state of Israel , before moving to New York in While
working as an executive for a shipping company, he taught himself Sumerian cuneiform and visited several
archaeological sites. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. This planet is called Nibiru although Jupiter was the planet
associated with the god Marduk in Babylonian cosmology. This collision supposedly formed the planet Earth,
the asteroid belt , and the comets. He wrote that they evolved after Nibiru entered the solar system, and they
first arrived on Earth probably , years ago, looking for minerals, especially gold , which they found and mined
in Africa. Sitchin states that these "gods" were the rank-and-file workers of the colonial expedition to Earth
from planet Nibiru. According to Sitchin, Enki the Sumerian god of water and human culture suggested that to
relieve the Anunnaki, who had mutinied over their dissatisfaction with their working conditions, that primitive
workers Homo sapiens be created by genetic engineering as slaves to replace them in the gold mines by
crossing extraterrestrial genes with those of Homo erectus. Sitchin believes that fallout from nuclear weapons ,
used during a war between factions of the extraterrestrials, is the "evil wind" described in the Lament for Ur
that destroyed Ur around BC. Sitchin states the exact year is BC. Since the release of his first book The 12th
Planet in , Sitchin has written seven other books as part of his Earth Chronicles series, as well as six other
companion books. Heiser has called Sitchin "arguably the most important proponent of the ancient astronaut
hypothesis over the last several decades". He cited the work of Sitchin and others to support his assertion.
Translations and interpretations[ edit ] When Sitchin wrote his books, only specialists could read the Sumerian
language. However, sources such as the book Sumerian Lexicon [21] have made the language more accessible
to non-experts. American biblical scholar Michael S. Fritze , [23] author of the book Invented Knowledge:
Evidence is presented selectively and contradictory evidence is ignored. Sitchin wrote that these ancient
civilizations knew of a twelfth planet, when in fact they only knew five. Seal VA has 12 dots that Sitchin
identifies as planets. According to Heiser, the so-called sun on Seal VA is not the Sumerian symbol for the sun
but is a star, and the dots are also stars. Sumerian, of course, is the virtual archetype of what linguistic
taxonomists call a language-isolate , meaning a language that does not fall into any of the well-known
language-families or exhibit clear cognation with any known language. Even if Sitchin is referring to written
rather than to spoken language, it is unlikely that his contention can be persuasively defended, since Sumerian
ideograms were preceded by the Azilian and Tartarian signaries of Europe as well as by a variety of script-like
notational systems between the Nile and Indus rivers. According to former Immanuel Velikovsky assistant
turned prolific critic, C. Leroy Ellenberger, [29] "[Sitchin states that] from an equal start, the Nephilim
evolved on Nibiru 45 million years ahead of comparable development on Earth with its decidedly more
favorable environment. Also unexplained is how the Nephilim, who evolved long after Nibiru arrived, knew
what happened when Nibiru first entered the solar system. Elementary perturbation theory indicates that,
under the most favorable circumstances of avoiding close encounters with other planets, no body with such an
eccentric orbit would keep the same period for two consecutive passages. Within twelve orbits the object
would be either ejected or converted to a short period object. Thus, the failed search for a trans-Plutonian
planet by T. Van Flandern , of the U. Naval Observatory, which Sitchin uses to bolster his thesis, is no support
at all. Later researchers have argued that the conclusion from the Human Genome Sequencing Consortium
cannot be drawn due to a lack of a comprehensive gene database for comparison. An analysis by Salzberg
identified 40 potential genes laterally transferred into the genome from prokaryotic organisms. Salzberg also
argues that gene loss combined with sample size effects and evolutionary rate variation provide an alternative,
more biologically plausible explanation. He uses the Epic of Creation Enuma Elish as the foundation for his
cosmogony , identifying the young god Marduk, who overthrows the older regime of gods and creates the
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Earth, as the unknown "Twelfth Planet". In order to do this he interprets the Babylonian theogony as a factual
account of the birth of the other "eleven" planets. Sitchin merrily ignores all this and assigns unwarranted
planetary identities to the gods mentioned in the theogony. For example, Apsu , attested as god of the primeval
waters, becomes, of all things, the Sun! Ea , as it suits Sitchin, is sometimes planet Neptune and sometimes a
spaceman. And the identity of Ishtar as the planet Venus, a central feature of Mesopotamian religion, is
nowhere mentioned in the bookâ€”instead Sitchin arbitrarily assigns to Venus another deity from Enuma
Elish, and reserves Ishtar for a role as a female astronaut. What Sitchin sees is what he needs for his
hypothesis. So figure 15 on page 40 is radiation therapy, and figure 71 on page is a god inside a rocket-shaped
chamber. If these are gods, why are they stuck with our cheap B movie technology of rockets, microphones,
space-suits, and radiation therapy? Sitchin has constructed what appears to be a convincing argument, but
when he gets close to single images on ancient tablets, he falls back into the literalism of "Here is an image of
the gods in rockets. The gods can cross galactic distances, but by the time they get to Peru, their spaceships are
imagined as World War II prop jobs that need an enormous landing strip.
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Zecharia Sitchin (July 11, - October 9, ) was an author of books proposing an explanation for human origins involving
ancient theinnatdunvilla.comn attributed the creation of the ancient Sumerian culture to the Anunnaki, which he stated
was a race of extraterrestrials from a planet beyond Neptune called Nibiru.

History Who Was Zecharia Sitchin? While you are learning about the Anunnaki, there is one name which you
are going to encounter again and again: Who was Zecharia Sitchin? That depends in part upon who you ask.
To some, he was a brilliant scholar with revolutionary ideas about the ancient Sumerian and Babylonian gods.
To others, he was a pseudo-scientist and pseudo-historian with delusional thinking. Regardless, one thing is
certain, and that is that Zecharia Sitchin was a hugely influential man who changed the way that many people
view human life, human nature, and our role in the cosmos. He was the leading author on the Anunnaki, and
one of the most important proponents of the belief in ancient astronauts. He grew up in Mandatory Palestine.
Having a chance to live in the Near East, he developed a passion for its history and languages. During that
time, he picked up a great deal of Hebrew as well as other European and Semitic languages. He later studied at
the University of London, where he earned a degree in economic history. Following his graduation, Sitchin
worked as a journalist and editor in Israel. In , he moved to New York. After becoming an executive for a
shipping company, he took the opportunity to travel and visit archaeological sites. During this time he also
taught himself Sumerian cuneiform. In , Sitchin published his first book on ancient astronauts, The 12th
Planet. This groundbreaking title pooled together his research into ancient tablets and texts with his theories
about alien visitors who created human life on earth long ago. It was a groundbreaking title and the first of the
Earth Chronicles volumes, a set which would eventually span 7 books. These were accompanied by the
Companion volumes, the Earth Chronicles expeditions, and a couple of novels. Sadly the world lost Zecharia
Sitchin on October 9th, His legacy however lives on. The ancient Mesopotamian gods were actually real, only
they were not actually gods. They were alien beings. It follows a slow elliptical orbit somewhere beyond
Neptune, and crosses into the inner solar system ever 3, years or so. This planet may be referred to as Marduk
or Planet Nibiru. A collision between Nibiru and Tiamat another hypothesized planet which no longer
existsâ€”if it ever did created the Earth as well as the asteroid belt and the comets. Nibiru is home to a race of
extraterrestrials. These are the Anunnaki of Sumerian lore, and may also be the Nephilim as referenced in
Genesis. The Anunnaki visited earth during the times of the ancient Sumerians. Searching for gold to sustain
their homeworld, they needed workers to help them mine it. For this purpose, they genetically engineered a
slave raceâ€”humans. This corresponds with the Mesopotamian story involving Enki and Enlil. Human
civilization was for a time overseen entirely by alien forces. Human kings were appointed however to serve as
intermediaries. Eventually however conflict set in between the Anunnaki themselves. The Great Flood as
discussed in Judeo-Christian and Mesopotamian lore was actually caused by Nibiru the last time it came close
to Earth. The next time Nibiru returns, it may again cause global devastation. Many people believe that they
walk among us still, disguised as human beings. Well, there is certainly no hard proof. But there are some
interesting parallels in astronomy: The idea that Tiamat and Nibiru collided to form the Earth, moon, asteroid
belt and comets may actually hold water. Modern astronomers do think that an event like this may have led to
the formation of the moon. Could it be Nibiru? It certainly seems possible. This is quite an incredible
discovery; read all about it here. Back when he did his work, very few people knew how to read it. In
however, a book called Sumerian Lexicon was published which has helped to broaden access to Sumerian
texts. Some scholars also contend that in doing so, he ignores known historical and mythological contexts in
favor of his own views. Despite this, Sitchin has had a huge influence on popular cultureâ€”and I would argue
his relevance extends even further than that. Of course notâ€”and nobody could be. We are all just trying to
piece together the puzzle of our place in the universe. The bottom line is that Sitchin has provided us with
some intriguing pieces to that puzzle.
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Chapter 3 : Zecharia Sitchin - Sumeria, The Anunnaki and Nibiru
The Anunnaki Chronicles - A Zecharia Sitchin Reader Available September Yes, another Sitchin book was recently
published! Out in late September , the book is an anthology of Zecharia's existing writings and never befor.

Introduction Some , years ago, astronauts from another planet came to Earth in search of gold. Short of
manpower, the astronauts employed genetic engineering to fashion Primitive Workers--Homo sapiens. The
Deluge that catastrophically swept over the Earth required a fresh start; the astronauts became gods, granting
Mankind civilization, teaching it to worship. Then, about four thousand years ago, all that had been achieved
unraveled in a nuclear calamity, brought about by the visitors to Earth in the course of their own rivalries and
wars. What had taken place on Earth, and especially the events since human history began, has been culled by
Zecharia Sitchin, in his The Earth Chronicles Series, from the Bible, clay tablets, ancient myths, and
archaeological discoveries. Would it not be auspicious were one of the key players, an eyewitness and one
who could distinguish between Fate and Destiny, to record for posterity the How and Where and When and
Why of it all--the First Things and perhaps the Last Things? But that is precisely what some of them did do;
and foremost among them was the very leader who had commanded the first group of astronauts! Scholars and
theologians alike now recognize that the biblical tales of Creation, of Adam and Eve, the Garden of Eden, the
Deluge, the Tower of Babel, were based on texts written down millennia earlier in Mesopotamia, especially by
the Sumerians. As a result of a century and a half of archaeological discoveries in the ruins of the ancient
civilizations, especially in the Near East, a great number of such early texts have been found; the finds have
also revealed the extent of missing texts--so-called lost books--which are either mentioned in discovered texts
or are inferred from such texts, or that are known to have existed because they were cataloged in royal or
temple libraries. An oft-quoted example of the extent of lost books is that of the famed Library of Alexandria
in Egypt. That great library, where scholars gathered to study the accumulated knowledge, was burnt down
and destroyed in wars that extended from 48 B. It is only thus that we know that the second king Ptolemy
commissioned, circa B. At first, Manetho wrote, only the gods reigned there, then demigods, and finally, circa
B. The divine reigns, he wrote, began ten thousand years before the Flood and continued for thousands of
years thereafter, the latter period having witnessed battles and wars among the gods. One who had been an
eyewitness to all those events, indeed a key participant in them, was the leader who had splashed down with
the first group of astronauts. For the first time ever, this dispersed and fragmented material has been assembled
and used by Zecharia Sitchin to re-create the eyewitness account of Enki--the autobiographical memoirs and
insightful prophecies of an extraterrestrial god. In dealing with the past, Enki himself perceived the future. The
notion that the Anunnaki, exercising free will, were masters of their own fates as well as the fate of Mankind
gave way, in the end, to a realization that it was Destiny that, when all was said and done, determined the
course of events; and therefore--as the Hebrew Prophets had recognized--the First Things shall be the Last
Things. The record of events dictated by Enki thus becomes a foundation for Prophecy, and the Past becomes
the Future. Missing from these accounts, however, was the perspective of the Anunnaki themselves. What was
life like on their own planet? What motives propelled them to settle on Earth--and what drove them from their
new home? Convinced of the existence of a lost book that held the answers to these questions, the author
began his search for evidence. An epic tale of gods and men unfolds, challenging every assumption we hold
about our past and our future.
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Chapter 4 : Zecharia Sitchin and the Mistranslation of Sumerian Texts | Ancient Origins
Zecharia Sitchin has 53 books on Goodreads with ratings. Zecharia Sitchin's most popular book is The 12th Planet
(Earth Chronicles, #1).

Check new design of our homepage! List of Zecharia Sitchin Books in Chronological Order Zecharia Sitchin
is known for his extensive research about human-alien connections, and the series of seven books that resulted
from it. Penlighten Staff The Sitchin Effect! Zecharia Sitchin 11 July - 9 October is known the world over for
his exceptional works about the origin of the human race on Earth. He was an American author born in
Azerbaijan, who held the view that the Homo sapiens came into existence with the intervention of a race of
extraterrestrial astronauts, who came from a planet known as Nibiru. His famous Earth Chronicles series very
vehemently reflects his views, which according to him, were based on the ancient Sumerian mythology. We
have compiled a chronological list of all the books authored by Zecharia Sitchin. The book tells us how the
aliens mixed their own DNA with that of the proto-humans to create a superior race of the Homo sapiens, to
work for the mining enterprises they had set up on Earth. The Stairway to Heaven Year of Publication: The
book goes on to describe the violent beginnings of humanity on Earth, and how these power conflicts had
begun ages before on another planet. The Lost Realms Year of Publication: The book describes how, in the
16th century, the Spaniards came to the New World in quest of the legendary City of Gold, El Dorado, and
found instead, the most inexplicable ancient ruins in the most inaccessible of places. When Time Began Year
of Publication: He stresses on the idea that the human race has progressed and prospered with the help of
ancient aliens, who left behind several impressive and imposing structures, which testify their genius to this
day. The Cosmic Code Year of Publication: He refers to writings on ancient prophesies, and proposes that this
cosmic code is key to several secrets related to the celestial destiny of man. The End of Days: Armageddon
and Prophecies of the Return Year of Publication: He attempts to put forth compelling evidence that the fate of
man and that of our planet depends on a predetermined celestial time cycle, and if we understand the past
properly, it is also possible to foretell the future. The Companion Volumes Genesis Revisited: Sitchin refers to
several Biblical stories in his attempt to establish a probability of an interaction between Anunnaki and the
humans, thus, also offering an explanation to the UFO sightings in recent years. The Lost Book of Enki:
Sitchin has taken efforts to explain the reason behind the creation of humans, and the probable existence of the
knowledge of genetic engineering, millions of years ago. He presents compelling evidence to state that ancient
myths are, in fact, recollections of real events of the past. Journeys to the Mythical Past Year of Publication:
This autobiographical account takes us to several interesting places right from Egypt to the Vatican to the Alps
and Malta, and attempts to list some mind-stirring facts. The Earth Chronicles Handbook: This is a must-have
volume, especially if you are reading the series without any background knowledge. There Were Giants Upon
the Earth: In the light of ancient writings and artifacts, Sitchin not only tries to reveal the DNA source, but
also to provide proof of alien presence on Earth millions of years ago. The King Who Refused to Die: The
novel tells a tale of ancient Sumerian ceremonies, love and betrayal, gods among men, travels from one planet
to the other, and the age-old thirst of humans for immortality. Most of his ideas have been completely
dismissed by academics and scientists as pseudohistory and pseudoscience.
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Chapter 5 : The Official Web Site of Zecharia Sitchin
Zecharia Sitchin is known for his extensive research about human-alien connections, and the series of seven books that
resulted from it. This Penlighten article features the list of Zecharia Sitchin's books in the order of their year of
publication.

I know you are all interested in our progress to test Nin. As you are probably aware, before Zecharia died, he
established "The Goddess of Ur Genome Project" to achieve this goal. Its work has been diligent and has thus
far achieved the following: This is presently being worked on. Those of you who have been sending emails -we thank you -- but at this point all emails to the museum should cease as the bombardment of further emails
demanding the DNA testing of Nin. Puabi by Sitchin fans will only work against us. We will let you know if
pressure is needed but it is best now to hold your energy in reserve. Please continue to monitor this website for
future updates. In the book Zecharia Sitchin suggests that skeletal remains found in Iraq and kept at a museum
in London might well be of the goddess Nin. On Saturday June 25th I was rushed to the hospital with an acute
abdominal problem. I am recovered and after a brief rehab I was released and I am back home now. After
some rest I hope to return to full activity dealing with my latest book, and the Goddess of Ur Genome Project.
I wish to thank all who sent and expressed best wishes for my recovery in this way because it is simply not
possible to individually acknowledge and thank everyone separately, Zecharia Sitchin - July 22, New Book:
Just published and with advance sales exceeding all expectations, There Were Giants Upon the Earth is
already shaping up as a media enigma: Is this a book for Religion or for Science review-editors? While firmly
anchored in the biblical tale of the sons of the gods who married daughters of Man and had the heroic
offspring before the Deluge "and thereafter too", the book flips the tale over to its Sumerian antecedents and
identifies those demigods as actual participants in the saga of gods and men on Earth - all the way to our own
time. If the Sumerian hero of the Deluge was a demigod, was the biblical Noah a demigod - affecting all his
descendants: The question is not a theoretical one, for Zecharia Sitchin, in his new book subtiled Gods,
Demigods and Human Ancestry discloses the existence of physical evidence that can settle the issue once and
for all: Other volumes in The Earth Chronicles series are due in coming months. The article is accompanied by
color photographs taken by staff photographer Chester Huggins. The text of the article, with a videoclip taken
during the interviews, can be seen on the newspaper website. It is the only documentary recording the historic
on-camera interview by Zecharia with Dr. Robert Harrington of the United States Naval Observatory, and
original footage from the Soviet Union about the mysterious loss of the Phobos 2 spacecraft. Zecharia will
deliver that same evening a Farewell Address titled: The End of Days: For information and reservations go to
the Conscious Life Expo website. Books and Other News France: Here We Go Again Republished in full by
Louise Courteau Editrice Inc. A recent case in point is the subject of a Letter to the Editor of the journal
Nature regarding a paper by a French researcher that it published. Here is what Zecharia wrote: Sir -- Nature
draws welcome attention to the question "Where did we get water? As the author of thirteen books dealing
with the origins of Earth and Mankind, I find it amiss that her citations list does not mention the eminent
scientist Enki Nibirukoff, whose major work, Enuma elish in English translation is titled The Babylonian Epic
of Creation. Its central premise is that Earth is the cast-off forepart of a watery planet that had once existed
between Mars and Jupiter and was destroyed in a celestial collision with an invader-planet; the other half,
broken into bits and pieces, became the Asteroid Belt and comets. So how come it includes bits and pieces of
matter found only in the outer reaches of the Solar System? The enigma is compounded by the fact that these
strange bits and pieces contain organic-rich matter. Our Theophysical Society asked me to lecture on your
book: The End of Days. What an event it has been! Out of about 45 people there were three who were
determined not to believe a word I said. Now that your books will be published in Chinese, they have truly
encircled the whole world in order to enlighten human consciousness. Then they all circle their sun. That neat
theory has now collided with the increasing number of "extra solar" planets discovered in other faraway solar
systems: Some of the planets out there, like the recently discovered WASP, not only orbit in the opposite
direction - they also have great elliptical orbits Well, you see, such planets were probably thrust out from other
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solar systems and were caught to orbit a new Sun in this odd way The first two titles, The Twelfth Planet and
The Stairway to Heaven, will be published this month August , with the other titles spread over the following
months. No - it is from an editorial in the journal Sciences of 17 July , reporting the latest research news from
the planetary scientists studying "The most catastrophic scenario for such planet migration, dubbed the Nice
Model after the French city , which has been gaining ground of late. It envisions the great reshuffling as a
brief, violent affair so fierce that it would have cooked all but the deepest subterranean life on early Earth.
Will one of my readers now please suggest to the latest members of the Nice Group to read The Twelfth
Planet? They can all read my books in their own languages. Are prophecies coming true? The identification
Souvenir Edition is embossed in gold lettering on the cover of these First Edition hardcover copies and each
one is hand autographed by Zecharia. The released copies are offered on a First Come First Served basis. The
term was officially embraced by the new U. Speaking at a recent international conference in Bonn, Germany,
he revealed that "Geo-engineering" is among the "extreme options" under discussion by the U. Such new
space-age ideas duplicate technologies that have already been used , years ago! Back to the Anunnaki The
audacious idea of protecting a planet thermally by creating a shield of particles in its upper atmosphere is not
as revolutionary as it seems. It was, I wrote in my book The Twelfth Planet, exactly the reason why the
Anunnaki - "Those who from Heaven to Earth came" - had come here some , year ago from their planet
Nibiru. Loss of internally generatedheat due to a dwindling atmosphere, brought about by natural causes and
nuclear wars. It was in search of the needed gold that the "gods" of the ancient peoples had come to Earth.
Basing my conclusions on Sumerian and other texts from the ancient Near East, I wrote that the Anunnaki
began to arrive on Earth some , years ago, establishing settlements in the E. Din later Mesopotamia and
mining gold in southeast Africa. As I have written in subsequent books, "modern science is only catching up
with ancient knowledge. As the volumes of The Earth Chronicles kept coming and the material therein became
ever more encompassing, many readers have asked for a guidebook to be able to find who is who and what is
what at a glance. Where appropriate, entries include references to specific ZS books and give links to related
subjects. The Earth Chronicles Handbook is both a useful tool for navigating through the 2, pages of the seven
Earth Chronicles books, and an exceptional compendium that provides in alphabetical order data from all parts
of the world, indicating for each entry its cultural source. The successful deciphering of a female Neanderthal
genome was reported in the journal Science on February 13, The New York Times pointed out that the new
findings "document two important sets of genetic changes - those that occurred between 5. For, some time
circa , years ago, the Nefilim took ape-man Homo erectus and implanted on him their own image and likeness.
The Anunnaki toiling in the gold mines mutiny. Enki and Ninhursag create Primitive Workers through genetic
manipulation Homo sapiens begins to multiply. In The 12th Planet and Divine Encounters Zecharia suggested
that the biblical Flood was a giant tidal wave caused by the slippage of the ice sheet off Antarctica, causing the
abrupt end of the last Ice Age circa 13, years ago. A study of ancient temperatures in the journal Nature of 26
February concludes that while warming at the end of the last Ice Age was relatively gradual in Greenland
north Atlantic , it was "rapid and abrupt" in Antarctica south Atlantic , about 13, years ago. A diagram
accompanying the article shows the area of maximal tidal impact in the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean Sea
and northward therefrom - the very Lands of the Bible and Mount Ararat.
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Excerpts and Comments from Zecharia Sitchin's books - Books of The Earth Chronicles Series - Excerpts - Enki Speaks
- based on Zecharia Sitchin's epic 'The Lost Book of Enki'.

Interview with Alex Teplish: The Epic of the Anunnaki Detail of Enki Ea from the Adda seal Public Domain
The Sumerian corpus nowhere states that the creation of Adamah or mankind was done so that humanity could
serve as a slave species to mine gold, and it certainly does not depict an Anunnaki scientist crossing alien
DNA with primates. Sumerian literature plainly tells the story of humanity being created by the gods to assist
in the process of creation itself. As humans multiplied and grew too noisome, the gods became annoyed and
sent a great deluge to wipe them out. The cuneiform has it that one man was instructed to build a boat, and he
and his family and select animals were saved from the seven days and seven nights of rain which caused the
flood. Nibiru According to Sitchin, the purpose of obtaining gold from earth was to save the planet Nibiru, a
planet from beyond Pluto, which travels through our solar system every 3, years. Drawing on the work of
several experts including the esteemed Sumerian scholar Benno Landsberger and also utilizing the Chicago
Assyrian Dictionary, Heiser analyzed all of the known cuneiform texts that mention Nibiru. He found that the
term is only used in astronomical or deific contexts to refer to four subjects: While the texts do associate
particular planets with certain deities, the cuneiform never actually mentions more than seven planetary bodies
counting the sun and moon. For example, the two MUL. Cylinder Seal VA used as evidence by Sitchin.
However, as Heiser points out 4 celestial objects with 6, 7, and 8 points in Sumerian art always represent stars
distinct from our local sun. The Sumerians actually represented the local sun and the solar deity Utu or
Shamash with one of two symbols: Neither of these symbols appears on VA It has been suggested that VA
may actually represent an offering being made to a fertility deity 4. Star is seen above the heads of the deities
portrayed here on a Babylonian albeit Neo-Assyrian cylinder. Actually, it is vitally important to question any
narrative that purports to explain the origins of mankind and our place in the cosmos. Recent studies have
shown a decline in traditional religious practices in America 6. It probably is for some, which is unfortunate
considering that A. How can free thinkers continue to fail to regard newly emerging paradigms with the same
critical eye with which we view those of the past? Another reason why A. Today there are versions of A. As
such, the authors suggest that future independent researchers who inquire into ancient mysteries begin by
looking around, here on earth for answers, before looking to the stars. References Jason and Sarah, Anunnaki
Revealed: What Do the Ancient Texts Say?
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Chapter 7 : List of Zecharia Sitchin Books in Chronological Order
The 12th Planet (The Earth Chronicles, Book 1) by Sitchin, Zecharia A readable copy. All pages are intact, and the
cover is intact. Pages can include considerable notes-in pen or highlighter-but the n.

Consequently, some have predicted that Nibiru will fly through our solar system next year and with
catastrophic results for our planet. Is all of this hysteria or fact? My journey into the Past began as a
schoolboy, fortunate to study the Bible Old Testament in its original Hebrew. Reaching chapter 6 of Genesis,
the teacher explained that in the days before the Great Flood of Noah there were "giants" upon the Earth. But I
raised my hand and said: Who were the Nephilim? What was the significance that they married the Daughters
of Adam? Why were they described as the sons plural of the Elohim "gods" in plural? The lifetime of research
led me to the origin of all these tales -- the Great Flood, the Tower of Babel and the Creation of the Adam
included -- in the writings, on clay tablets, of the Sumerians, back in time almost six millennia. In the eight
books preceding The Lost Book of Enki starting with The 12th Planet in , I presented the textual and pictorial
evidence from all the ancient civilizations showing that WE ARE NOT ALONE -- that there is one more
planet in our own solar system from which intelligent beings Nephilim , Elohim, Anunnaki in Sumerian had
come here some , years ago for their own reasons, and who some , years ago engaged in genetic engineering to
bring about Homo-sapiens by mixing their genes with those of the evolved hominids. In BC the ongoing
conflict between clans of the Anunnaki to use their Sumerian name resulted in the use of nuclear weapons to
obliterate their spaceport in the Sinai Peninsula. The unexpected consequence was the demise of the great
Sumerian civilization. Enki opposed this use of the "weapons of terror. Thus the culmination of my lifelong
writings: The Lost Book Of Enki. The above is just one recent example of a recurring spate of revelations
from the astronomical establishment touching on the existence of one more planet in our solar system.
Harrington, agreed with my ancient evidence. At that time even The New York Times wrote that all that is left
regarding the existence of such a post-Plutonian planet is to name it I wrote to the Planetary Society that the
planet already has a name: After a hiatus of a decade or so, the "discoveries" of "something" "out there" keep
piling up again. I have no doubt that at the right time -- right in the eyes of whoever decided these matters -the existence of Nibiru will be officially confirmed. Something in the structure of the Solar System must have
changed. This is yet another confirmation by modern science of the Sumerian knowledge. So, while the
majority in the scientific community may disagree with your research, they are still making open discoveries
that are confirming your research. However, many religious leaders still seem to be relatively tight-lipped
about acknowledging your research. Are you disappointed that religion does not seem to be evolving in the
way our science is? Who is more tight lipped now, to use your words, one wonders. There are many priests,
ministers and rabbies among my fans. I report an eye-opening dialogue with a Vatican theologian on my
website Sitchin. Since the whole Hebrew Bible was compiled centuries after Genesis, the first of the five
books of the Bible, do you believe that the writer of the Genesis account followed Sumerian beliefs more
closely? The beliefs of the Native American Indians reflect Sumerian beliefs as you have stated them. Since
major religions have departed from the original Sumerian beliefs, why do you say the Native American beliefs
have remained so intact? A good question; let me try to answer it: The Anunnaki first established their
activities in the Americas after the Great Flood, because the Deluge exposed there vast sources of gold -- the
metal for which they had come to Earth needing it to create a shield to save the atmosphere on Nibiru. The
arena for that was South America. The next phase was when the leader known in the Old World as
Ningishzidda in Sumerian or Thoth in Egypt was exiled, and came with his followers to Mesoamerica where
he was called the Winged Serpent Quetzalcoatl. Separated from the wars and feuds of the Old World -resulting among other things in Religion as we know it today -- the people in the Americas apparently retained
the olden knowledge and lore untainted. According to Nostradamus scholar John Hogue, the quatrains of
Nostradamus predict that the Earth will be destroyed by the expanding Sun in the year 3, AD. How do such
predictions jive with the data on the ancient clay tablets? But as I have tried to explain in my recent Seminars
though not yet in a full length book , the visits to Earth and the nearing at what is called perihelion of Nibiru
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do NOT coincide. This is a point of immense significance, which those who have only read my first book
somehow ignore. Also, the assumption that the years, as a perfect mathematical given, is also at all times the
actual orbital period, is untenable: I will answer them once I am satisfied that, based on historical and
astronomical data, I have come up with the right answer. In retrospect, have there ever been times in your life
when you wished that you had never uncovered this knowledge so that you may have lived a much simpler,
less informed life? I am grateful that I was given the ability to fathom that evidence and to convey it to my
fellow humans -- to let them know how WE had come about, what our Past has been, and thus What the
Future holds; because -- as is stated in the Lost Book of Enki and the Bible, the First Things shall be the Last
Things. Unless we can present hard evidence to support a future coming, we should not do this amazing
research an injustice by throwing wild predictions into the wind and obstructing the search for truth. There is
too much at stake to be taken down unproductive rabbit holes with fear mongering and misinformation. Rather
than trying to predict the future, we should be making our future by studying our past.
Chapter 8 : Zecharia Sitchin: Books | eBay
Sitchin was born in Baku, Azerbaijan, and was raised in Palestine. He acquired some knowledge of modern and ancient
Hebrew, other Semitic and European languages, the Torah, and the history and archeology of the Near East.
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The recent release of Zecharia Sitchin's latest book "The Lost Book Of Enki", caused a lot of public interest, as well as
some unexpected and unwarranted misinformation concerning our destiny and the return of Nibiru.
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